
 

 

minimal windows® - maximum view 

 

The value of properties is mainly determined by the location of the project and the construction work. This 
value is defined by the quality, security, energy efficiency, functionality and design of the products used. 
Minimalistic sliding series and glazed facades with slim profile geometry and large glass surface areas are 
among these products, which are increasingly in demand. 
Their use is explained by my slogan: 
 
"minimal windows® - maximum view" 

 
Minimalistic systems do not only enter the dream properties, but penetrate in smaller apartments and 
hotels with beautiful environments and attractive cityscapes as well. 
The slim vertical facing width of only 26 to 34 mm for well-insulated minimalistic sliding  systems is superior 
to conventional lift and slide units with mostly > 100 mm facing width, which appears in direct comparison 
clumsy and conservative. 
Generally the outer frame is recessed all around into walls, ceiling and floor. This increases the glazed 
surface of the façade. 
Visible horizontal sash frames do not cause any restriction of a maximum view and protect damage of the 
lower glass surface. 
This allows to integrate the mainly used stainless steel roller set concealed and protected in the lower sash 
profile. Sash weights up to 1.000 kg are carried by the roller sets and move on stainless steel sliding rails with 
unexpected low drag forces. 
Nevertheless there are manufacturers moving the sash on bottom frame integrated rollers. 
 
The BAU 2017 fair in Munich showed the trend in minimalistic sliders. 
There is an increased use of 2-track systems in the sliding / fixed configuration in Central Europe. The 
predominant use of triple tempered glass (Ug = 0.6 W / m²K) makes minimalistic systems suitable for passive 
houses applications. 
Increased glass weights cause increased sash weights and require higher demands on the overall 
construction, especially on the roller set / track unit. 
Special attention should be paid to the proper installation of the minimalistic systems. 
In larger glazed sliding projects, the execution of fixed glass panels will be first choice in fixed minimalistic 
systems, like minimal windows® highline and favored to conventional stick-facades. 
The proportion of motorized systems will also increase, even for sash units with less than 
400 kg weight, for reasons of comfort and integration in the domotic of the house 
(Intelligent Drive). 
Customers from more southern countries will access the complete repertoire of multi-track systems with 
corner-post-free solutions in tempered double glass. 
Here, more and more straight flushing openings without any groove such like the system I initiated, minimal 
windows® freeway, will make the market. 
Minimalistic sliding systems are gaining more market shares in the product group of sliding systems. 
However, a perfectly installed minimalistic sliding system requires a high degree of specialization on the part 
of manufacturers and trained (“approved”) sales partners. 



 

 

Only those customers making this more expensive choice will enjoy the product and realize: 
 
"minimal windows® - maximum view"! 
 

If you follow the parallel of Automotive and Window Industry. Watch that Automotive Industry was first 
creating very slim sightlines of the B-pillar at top cars like Porsche 911 Coupe, Mercedes series CL, S-Class 
Coupe, E-Class Coupe and others, being not wider than the vertical sightline of minimal windows®. 
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